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How it works
Getting data from cloud and on-premise 

applications into SuperOffice® is one of 

the biggest challenges for SuperOffice 

administrators, especially when it comes to 

figuring out which integration platform to use. 

DataBridge is the #1 data integration platform 

available through the SuperOffice® AppStore.

DataBridge is quick, secure, easy, and much more. 

Here’s how DataBridge makes it easy to get data from 

and into SuperOffice:

Cloud-based: 100% cloud-based solution, which 

means no download is required. 

Secure: DataBridge uses OAuth 2.0, so you can get 

started quickly without compromising security. All 

data used is encrypted and secured.

Easy to use: a step-by-step process allows you to 

import and export information in a breeze.

Smart mapping: you can spend less time mapping 

data with features such as entity selection and search 

filters.

MOST WIDELY USED 
INTEGRATION PLATFORM 
FOR SUPEROFFICE®.

Online Drives
Microsoft One-Drive, 

Google Drive, DropBox 
and (S)FTP.

Duplicate handling
Setup automated 
rules to prevent 
duplicate data.

Scheduling
Schedule integration 
routines to save time

and reduce error.

Advanced features: get advanced with the onboard 

transformation blocks which transform in and outgoing 

data.

Powerful: export/Import unlimited records with 

DataBridge. exporting related objects through a single 

pull removes manual and redundant work required to pull 

multiple datasets and re-associate them in Excel.

Integrated: import and export data directly from 

DropBox, Microsoft One-Drive, Google Drive, FTP, and 

SFTP repositories quickly and easily.

Schedule in advance: schedule tasks to import and 

export data automatically.

Trigger & webhooks: use triggers or webhooks to initiate 

export/import actions.

DataBridge Loves SuperOffice CRM: access all standard 

entities like contacts, persons, activities, and many more. 

DataBridge Loves SuperOffice Service: importing into 

entities like tickets and customer tables.

For pricing or more product information,

please go to databridge.infobridgeuniverse.com or give 

us a call at +31 (0) 73 627 27 10.
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